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Data base for search of names
Press here: >>
The service provides a possibility to check, how many persons with the names you are interested in are included in the Register of
Natural Persons, as well as to establish what is the explanation of the most common names. If a person has two names, you can
find out in which combinations the word is used with other personal names.
Please, take into account that this data base includes also names of foreigners in the original form (such as Nicola, Alex), which
are registered in the Register of Natural Persons, and there names are not reproduced in accordance with the standards of the
Latvian literary language. In case of discrepancies regarding correct reproduction of the personnel name in the Latvian, we
recommend to contact with the Latvian Language Agency by writing to konsultacija@valoda.lv
If a personnel name is in blue colour and underlined, then you may find out the observations of Gunnars Treimanis about the
features of the holder of the name, collected in the book "Secrets of Names" (Vārdu noslēpumi), issued by Juveta in 2002, by
clicking (pressing) on that.

Search instruction:
When entering the name in the search field and clicking (pressing) on the name Search, you will find out how many persons with
such name are registered in the Latvian Register of Natural Persons.
If the name entered by you is a part of any other personnel name, then also these names will be selected.
Example: When entering the name JĀNIS, also such names as Krišjānis, Viljānis etc. will be showed.
If a person has two names, you can find out in which combinations the word is used with other personal names.
Example: When entering the name JĀNIS, you will find out that there are persons in Latvia, named - Jānis Mārtiņš, Jānis Aivars,

Gunārs Jānis etc.
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